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‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

TEACHING THE BLIND TO GOLF 
an amazing privilege and experience  
that helps us teach those who see 

 

Archie Edwards was my room-mate at college. He was completely blind! He had talents, 

however, that no seeing man could lay claim to! Amazing heightened compensatory skills! I 

swear he had thermography and radar on board … bat like capabilities! 

 

Let me start off by telling you that, no man could hide from Archie in a game of ‘Hide & Seek’. I 

remember one night when an aggressive ‘Thunderstorm’ beat on us pretty hard … thunder, 

lightning, heavy rain and hail. The power went out. My room-mate kept me on track all over the 

place, all the while we were without light. It was as black as the inside of a cow! Fun experience! 

We went to the mess and cooked a meal … little messy but we ate nonetheless! 

 

So how did I teach Master Edwards the finer points of ‘Ball Striking & Golf’? Actually pretty 

simple and basic once we both understood his on board skills! 

 

Taught him ‘The 5 Set-Ups’ and about ‘The 5 Essential Elements’. With these tools he was 

armed to ‘Hit The Ball’. All I did was teach him to ‘Brush The Grass’ with some speed, ‘Back & 

Forth’ … ‘Tick Tocks’. 

 

Once we achieved this plateau, all I had to do was set him up ‘Measured To The Ball’ and tell 

him when I was out of the way! He had to ‘Sweep The Grass’ with ‘Extended Levers 

Assemblies’ … say the little “&” word and apply ‘Leg Drive with matching ‘Down Force’ 

through ‘BOSA’. I teed him up generally when we started this ‘Journey’. 

 

I painted his ‘Mental Image’, pretty well I might add, providing relevant data such ‘Distance and 

Club Selection’ and ‘Club Selection’. We established his ‘Target Feel’ to be in his ‘Target Ear’ 

with his ‘Target Shoulder’ matching.  I had to ‘Set-Up’ his Railways Tracks’ (‘Alignment’). We 

had worked on perfecting ‘Swinging Down The Body Line’ … a major neutral and reliable skill.  

 

He could ‘Paint Golf Pictures’ “OUT THERE”! Very special times they were!      

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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